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VANCOUVER MUSICIAN CLARK GRAHAM
RELEASES NEW SINGLE 'THE GIRL WITH
MOUNTAINS IN HER EYES'
LEAD SINGLE FROM NEW LP SOUTHLANDS
SET FOR RELEASE ON OCTOBER 7th
STREAM/SHARE HERE
"The Girl With Mountains In Her Eyes walks the line between classic Americana troubadourism
from the days of Woody Guthrie / Bob Dylan and more contemporary folk-pop, as heard in its
stomp-clap beat and darkly ringing, bottom-octave piano chords." - Tinnitist
Vancouver musician Clark Graham returns with his highly anticipated new single ‘The Girl With Mountains
In Her Eyes’, the lead track from his forthcoming album Southlands set for release on October 7th. Listen
here.
Packed with classic folk elements and catchy pop power, 'The Girl With Mountains In Her Eyes' is a true
pop single filled with anthemic lyrics and raw emotion that blend together to provide a song that feels both
hopeful and lonesome at the same time.
“‘The Girl With Mountains In Her Eyes’ is a song that’s inspired by the joy of a new love coming into your
life and the regret of letting it slip through your hands,” says Clark. “At it’s core the lyrics talk about the
sacrifice it takes in life to follow your dreams, and the personal cost that comes with pursuing your calling.
Sometimes we can’t truly appreciate something or someone until it’s too late and they’re gone. The
character in the song is left to wonder what might have been if he’d chosen to stay and be with the girl
with mountains in her eyes.”
Clark Graham is a BC born singer-songwriter and multi-instrumentalist whose work includes 5 albums and
8 singles to date. After honing his craft at a young age in the local Vancouver music scene, Clark
relocated to Los Angeles where he quickly made a name for himself as a dynamic performer and
songwriter, performing extensively throughout Southern California and becoming a resident figure at the
marquee folk venue The Hotel Cafe in Hollywood.
Clark now lives back in Vancouver, where he records in his own studio. His latest effort entitled
Southlands, in which he performs all instruments and handles production, is his most inspired release to
date.
'The Girl With Mountains In Her Eyes' is available now on Spotify, Apple Music/iTunes, and other digital
retailers and streaming services worldwide. For more information, please visit clarkgraham.com.
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